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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

[1] The parties to this dispute are; Vemma Holdings Inc. (an airline holding company 

incorporated under Boonuri Law with the functions of its State-owned predecessor, 

and contained a sizeable stake of Boonuru) as CLAIMANT and the Federal 

Republic of Mekar (a developing country that witnessed a period of prolonged 

political instability but has endeavoured to inspire investor confidence within its 

capabilities) as RESPONDENT.  

[2] The RESPONDENT signed Boonuru-Mekar BIT in 1994 and then Boonuru-Mekar 

Comprehensive Economic Partnership and Trade Agreement (CEPTA) in 2014. 

CEPTA is the treaty regulating this dispute. 

[3] 2011: The Claimant successfully acquired Caeli Airway through a bidding process 

with 85% stake of the company. 

[4] 2011-2013: After the acquisition, the Claimant operated and expanded Caeli 

Airways both domestically and internationally in an extravagant approach despite 

the rising fuel prices. The warnings of Mekar's representatives in Caeli were ignored 

by the Claimant. 

[5] 2016: Caeli’s rapid expansion further drew the attention of the CCM and its 

competitors. Results of  the two anti-competitive investigations pointed out that 

Caeli adopted anti-competitive acts, including predatory pricing, and dominant 

position abusing, owing to the subsidies received under Bonooru’s Horizon 2020 

Scheme helped. As a consequent of the illigal acts, the CCM placed fines and caps 

on Caeli’s airfare, which was reasonable and proportionate. 

[6] Late 2016: Mekar faced a currency crisis with the MON beginning to nosedive.  

[7] January 2018: the Mekar Government afforded to maintain a regular cash flow of 

MON by passing a decree requiring companies to offer goods and services 

denominated exclusively in MON. 

[8] March 2018: Caeli sook for judicial review of the CCM’s caps in Mekari Court. 

The hearing was scheduled on April 2019 due to a high volume of cases stemming 

from the economic crisis. 

[9] September 2018: The President passed Executive Order 9-2018 granting subsidies 

to airlines whose losses were incurred directly by the economic crisis in 2017. 

[10] Mekar Airservices, using its right of first refusal, rejected the claimant’s offer to sell 

its stakes to Hawthorn, due to the affiliation between the two airlines making the 

offer not being “bona fide to a third party”. The arbitral award given in the Sinnoh 
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Chamber of Commerce (by Mr. Cavannaugh - the sole arbitrator), should be 

properly enforced in Mekar and was of no sufficient evidence to be set aside.   

[11] The Claimant sold its stake in Caeli Airways to Mekar Airservices due to failing to 

yield another buyer on 8 Ọctober 2020. Eventually, the Claimant filed a claim 

against the Respondent on 15 November 2020 to seek compensation for its losses 

under the CEPTA.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

[1] Jus Standi: The investment was transferred without any force to a third party before 

the commencement of this arbitral proceedings; therefore, under the principle of 

continuous ownership, the Claimant was not able to seek the protection of the 

CEPTA. Furthermore, the Claimant itself is not a real party in interest in this dispute 

due to its governmental function and being under the effective control of Bonooru.  

[2] Amicus Submission: The application of the external advisors to the CRPU should 

be accepted because it addressed an issue within the scope of the dispute by 

requesting the Tribunal to assess the legality of the investment concerning the 

bribery problem. On the other hand, the application of CBFI does not satisfy the 

requirements by bringing the same perspective, lack of independence, and not 

clearly specifying the public interest. 

[3] FET Standard: The Respondent did not violate the FET standard under Article 9.9 

of CEPTA. 

[4] Compensation Standard: In case the Tribunal finds the Respondent did violate the 

FET standard, the appropriate standard to calculate compensation should be “market 

value”. 

[5] In conclusion, this dispute is a State-State dispute between Bonooru and Mekar 

which are the real parties before this Tribunal. In any event, there is no unfair or 

inequitable treatment of the Respondent towards the Claimant and its investment in 

Caeli Airways. Therefore, the Respondent owes no compensation under the “market 

value” standard. 
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PLEADINGS 

I. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION OVER THE 

SUBMITTED CLAIM  

[1]  The CLAIMANT has no standing to bring a claim against the RESPONDENT; hence, 

the Tribunal does not have jurisdiction over its submitted claim.  

[2] The CLAIMANT fails to comply with jurisdictional defaults:  

First, jurisdiction temporis, the CLAIMANT does not own or control a covered investment 

on the date of the institution of the proceedings thus, the CLAIMANT does not have 

covered investment which cannot receive the protection under the CEPTA.  

Second, jurisdiction personae, the CLAIMANT is not a national of Contracting State in an 

Investor-State dispute under ICSID Additional Facility Rules.  

[3]  Our analysis begins with jurisdiction temporis, focusing on the events in the light of 

the situation on the date of the institution of the proceedings.  

A. The CLAIMANT does not own or control a covered investment on the date of 

the institution of the proceedings (ratione temporis)  

[4] There is no requirement of the existence of CLAIMANT’s investment on the date of 

the institution of the proceedings under Article 9.1 of the CEPTA.  

[5] However, under international law, a Tribunal’s jurisdiction will be determined in the 

light of the situation as it existed on the date the act instituting proceedings was filed1. 

Events that take place before that date may affect jurisdiction2. This principle is also 

applied widely in various ICSID cases such as Vivendi v. Argentina (I), Aven and others v. 

Costa Rica.  

[6] The CLAIMANT in the present case filed its claim on 15 November 2020 which is the 

date of the commencement of the present proceedings3.  

[7] In Aven case, the BIT regulating the dispute also has the same definitions about 

“investment”, “covered investment” with the CEPTA which do not contain the requirement 

of the existence of investment in the time of proceedings. However, the Tribunal in this 

case still accepted the investor’s continuous ownership of the investment as a rational factor 

in jurisdictional questions4.  

[8] The RESPONDENT invites the Tribunal to consider that “an investor who disposed of 

ownership of the investment before arbitral proceedings should not be eligible to seek the 

Treaty’s protection, unless special circumstances are present. Such circumstances include, 

 
1 Congo, ¶ 26.  
2 Vivendi, ¶ 61.  
3 Record, p.40, ln. 1392.  
4 Aven, ¶ 296.  
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the loss of the investment by the actions of a third party or the retroactive application of a 

treaty”5.  

[9] Back to our case, the CLAIMANT sold its investment in Caeli Airways to Mekari 

Airservices on 8 October 2020 before the institution of the present proceedings. In addition, 

the reason the CLAIMANT disposed to sell its investment is due to failing to yield another 

buyers for its shares in Caeli 6.  

[10] In addition, the RESPONDENT agrees that the CLAIMANT’s investment still existed 

up to the date of entry into force of the CEPTA following Article 9.1 and can be regulated 

under the CEPTA according to Article 1.6. However, the RESPONDENT emphasized that 

the CLAIMANT sold its stake on 8 October 2020 without the problems of the retroactive 

application of the treaty. Therefore, the CLAIMANT disposed of ownership of its 

investment without the circumstances mentioned above.  

[11] In conclusion, the CLAIMANT’s investment did not exist when the proceedings were 

instituted; thus, the CLAIMANT does not have covered investment which cannot receive 

the protection under the CEPTA.  

B. The CLAIMANT is not a national of Contracting State in an Investor – State 

dispute under ICSID Additional Facility Rules (ratione personae)  

[12] Under Article 9.16 of the CEPTA and Article 2 of ICSID Additional Facility Rules, 

the CLAIMANT is required to be an investor which is a national of a Contracting State.  

[13] In the present case, the CLAIMANT has strong ties with Boonuru as it retained 31-

38% shares of Boonuru since its incorporation7 and Boonuru has a certain effect on the 

CLAIMANT's decision-making regime8 which leads to questions about jurisdiction 

personae.  

[14] Our first and important point is that [i] the CLAIMANT is discharging an essentially 

governmental function; hence it shall be disqualified as a national of a Contracting State.  

i. The CLAIMANT is discharging an essentially governmental function  

[15] The RESPONDENT invites the Tribunal to use the Broches test9 which was applied 

widely in ICSID cases such as CSOB v. Slovak Republic or BUCG v. Yemen10.  

[16] Broches test contains two decisive elements as following:  

First, whether an investor is acting as an agent of a Contracting State or;  

Second, whether an investor is discharging an essentially governmental function.  

 
5 Aven, ¶ 301.  
6 Record, p.40, ¶ 63.  
7 Record, p. 29, ¶ 10.  
8 Record, p. 86, ¶ 3.  
9 A test created by Aron Broches, the main architect of the ICSID Convention 
10 BUCG, ¶ 35.  
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If an investor falls in one of two elements, it cannot qualify as a national of a Contracting 

State.  

[17] Moreover, in the CSOB case, the Tribunal also uses this test to emphasize whether 

CLAIMANT qualifies as a national or not does not depend upon whether or not 

CLAIMANT is partially or wholly owned by the government. It is more important to focus 

whether CLAIMANT is acting as a State agent or is discharging an essentially 

governmental function11.  

[18] In the present case, the CLAIMANT is discharging a governmental function which is 

only for governmental entities. The essentially governmental function CLAIMANT 

[Vemma] discharges is providing the aviation service for ensuring Boonuru citizen’s 

mobility rights. This function is regulated specifically in Art 3.h of CLAIMANT’s 

Memorandum of Association as one of its objectives when being established12.  

[19] Ensuring citizen's mobility rights is only served to governmental entities when it is 

Boonuru’s obligations regarding Art 70 of Boonuru Constitution Act13. To ensure the 

mobility rights, Boonuru provides certain public services in various fields of transportation 

as well as develops the transportation infrastructure. 

[20] In aviation, Boonuru underlines before the Constitutional Court that the State ensures 

the protections of citizens’ access to mobility through ensuring the utilisation of the Royal 

Narnian which is owned 100% by the CLAIMANT for public interest. Boonuru assures 

that Royal Narnian will continue to operate routes to remote communities. And to support 

CLAIMANT, Boonuru continues to grant subsidies for Royal Narnian under Bonoori 

law14.  

[21] Other airlines are also providing the aviation service which can assist the mobility 

rights of Boonuru citizens; however, the important role of the CLAIMANT [Vemma 

Holdings Inc.] in ensuring Boonuru populations’ mobility rights was declared and 

emphasized by the State before its Constitutional Court. This role is explicit for the 

CLAIMANT and is empowered by the government of Boonuru.  

 

[22] Moreover, [ii] the CLAIMANT’s investment in Caeli Airways contributes to 

facilitating and ensuring the mobility rights it has discharged since its incorporation.  

ii. The CLAIMANT’s investment in Caeli Airways contributes to facilitating and 

ensuring the governmental functions it has discharged since its incorporation.  

 
11 CSOB, ¶ 17.  
12 Record, p. 44, ln. 1519.  
13 Record, p. 41, ln. 1425.  
14 Record, p.43, ¶ 59.  
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[23] The CLAIMANT received the first subsidies under the Scheme “Horizon 2020” of 

the Boonuru government when investing in Caeli Airways in 2011. The Scheme “Horizon 

2020” is a part of Caspian project which offered recurring subsidies to companies investing 

in tourism-related infrastructure in Boonuru. Additionally, Caeli Airways had a frequent 

route between Mekar and Boonuru and other neighboring countries. The CLAIMANT also 

invested in Caeli based on these characteristics15.  

[24] In 2011, the government of Boonuru also emphasized before its House of Commons 

that the CLAIMANT’s investment could provide many benefits for Boonuru, especially 

enhancing the aviation network then boosting the tourism infrastructure16.  

[25] After 5 years of granting subsidies for the CLAIMANT under the Scheme, they also 

stressed that CLAIMANT’s investment had enhanced Boonuru’s tourism infrastructure 

which had, in turn, enhanced the mobility rights of Boonuru populations17. 

[26] This declaration is reliable when the CLAIMANT’s investment was operated in the 

same field of the government function it had discharged before - Aviation.  

[27] Moreover, the right to leave Boonuru territory is one of the mobility rights of 

Boonuru's citizens in Article 70 of Boonuru Constitution Act18. The CLAIMANT’s 

investment ensured the frequent operation of Boonuru-Mekar routes under all 

circumstances which is served for this right. Specifically, the Boonuru-Mekar routes was 

still high-traffic regardless of Caeli’s fall-winter losses in 201419.  

[28] Therefore, the CLAIMANT's oversea investment in the RESPONDENT territory is 

governmental rather than commercial when it was operated to benefit the State and ensure 

for the mobility rights.  

 

[29] Overall, the CLAIMANT is ensuring the mobility rights of Boonuru populations in 

aviation and also operated its investment in the RESPONDENT territory for governmental 

nature but not for its own commercial benefits.  

 

[30] The Tribunal should also consider that [iii] the CLAIMANT is just a direct party but 

not a real party in the present proceedings.  

iii. The real party in interest is Boonuru which has effectively controlled over the 

CLAIMANT.  

 
15 Record, p. 32, ¶ 28.  
16 Ibid.  
17 Record, p. 89, ¶ 06.  
18 Record, p. 41, ln. 1428.  
19 Record, p. 33, ¶ 33.  
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[31] Boonuru as a party cannot qualify as a national of a Contracting State when it is a 

State with sovereignty. Under the CEPTA and ICSID Additional Facility Rules, it is clear 

that the Tribunal cannot have jurisdiction over the disputes between two or more 

Contracting States.  

[32] The RESPONDENT invites the Tribunal to lift the corporate veil and disregard the 

separate legal personality of the Claimant in order to define jurisdiction in the present case. 

In Barcelona Traction, the ICJ accepted several instances when lifting of the corporate veil 

would be fully justified and equitable. The prevention of the evasion of legal requirements 

and obligations, prevention of misuse of the privileges of legal personality, prevention of 

fraud and malfeasance and protection of the rights of the creditors and purchasers were 

held to be instances where the corporate veil may be lifted20. Although the ICJ asserted that 

piercing of the corporate veil is chiefly a matter for the corporate law of each jurisdiction, 

it nevertheless held that the lifting of the corporate veil may also be applied in the context 

of international law21. The approach of the Barcelona Traction case has been reaffirmed by 

the  ICJ in the Diallo case22, by ICSID tribunals in CMS Jurisdiction23, Aguas del Tunari24 

and also in the dissenting opinion of the chairman of the tribunal in Tokios Tokelés25.  

[33] The RESPONDENT hereby submits that in the current dispute, the privileges of 

separate legal personality of the CLAIMANT are being misused by the government of 

Boonuru. The CLAIMANT is an alter ego26 of Boonuru due to its strong connection with 

Boonuru. It is evidenced by the fact that the CLAIMANT retained Boonuru’s 

shareholdings in range of 31%-38% from its incorporation to May 202027.  

[34] The connection between the CLAIMANT and its home state is not only a relationship 

of the enterprise and its shareholders but Boonuru also has effectively controlled over the 

CLAIMANT.  

[35] The term “control” is an implicit element from the first criteria of the Broches test – 

“acting as a State agent”. Article 8 of the DARSIWA provides a proper definition of “a 

State agent”28 as natural or legal persons acting on the instructions of the State in carrying 

out the conduct, or if persons act “under the direction or control of the state”.  

 
20 Barcelona Traction, ¶ 56 
21 Barcelona Traction, ¶ 58.  
22 Diallo, ¶ 64.   
23 CMS Jurisdiction, ¶ 43-48. 
24 Aguas, ¶ 247 and 332 
25 Tokios Tokelés, ¶ 06.  
26 Bridas, pp. 5-16. 
27 Record, p.29, ¶ 10 
28 Anran Zhang (2018), “The Standing of Chinese State-Owned Enterprises in Investor-State Arbitration: The First 

Two Cases”, Chinese Hournal of International Law, 17(4), p. 1149. 
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[36] The Tribunal shall adopt the “effective control" test which was first introduced in the 

Nicaragua case, and then was applied in some ICSID arbitration such as Hamester v. 

Ghana29.  Accordingly, the jurisprudence of the ICJ sets a very demanding threshold in 

attributing the act of a private entity to a State, as it requires both general control of the 

State over the entity, and specific control of the State over the particular act in question30.   

[37] In the present case, there is both general control and direction from the government of 

Boonuru over the CLAIMANT: (1) There is a general control and direction; (2) There is a 

control and direction over the particular act of performing the function in the CLAIMANT 

relevant to Caeli Airways.  

[38] First, Boonuru generally controls the CLAIMANT through its stake and the decision-

making regime of the CLAIMANT. Although Boonuru owns a minority shareholdings, it 

is important that the Commonwealth of Bonooru is the only governmental shareholder in 

the CLAIMANT. Additionally, no other shareholder holds more than a 7% stake in the 

CLAIMANT31.  

[39] Furthermore, Boonuru increased its shareholding in the CLAIMANT to 55% in 2021 

under a bail-in program following Boonuru Rescue Act32. It proves that Boonuru has 

always held a sizable stake in the CLAIMANT.  

[40] In term of de facto control, the Tribunal of Thunderbird case agreed that “a 

shareholder can exercise a de facto control over an enterprise when it had the ability to 

exercise significant influence on the decision-making of that enterprise”33. Back to our 

case, Boonuru also exercises a significant influence on the decision-making of the 

CLAIMANT.  

[41] The CLAIMANT's decision-making is the regime of a majority vote. The 

CLAIMANT’s articles of incorporation require 50 percent of voting shares for a quorum 

at regular meetings, which includes meetings for electing directors. Bonooru’s 

representatives on the CLAIMANT’s board are present for every meeting. Consequently, 

for some meetings, Bonooru’s representatives form a majority of members present and 

voting when not all other shareholders attend34. It means that Boonuru has a significant 

effect on this regime to allow the voting meetings to happen when not all other shareholders 

attend.  

 
29 Hamester, ¶ 179.  
30 Nicaragua, ¶ 35.  
31 Record, p. 89, ¶ 02.  
32 Record, p. 40, ¶ 65.  
33 Thunderbird, ¶ 107.  
34 Record, p. 86, ¶ 03.  
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[42] Moreover, Boonuru’s general control and direction is evidenced clearly by the 

restructure event of the CLAIMANT in March 2021. Although this event happened after 

the date defining the jurisdiction, the Tribunal should not disregard wholly this evidence 

when it can play some role in stressing particular doubts about the CLAIMANT's personae. 

The Tribunal in Vivendi case recognized that the ICSID Tribunals had not wholly 

disregarded the subsequent events after the date of jurisdiction temporis when it could 

assist in defining jurisdiction35.  

[43] Under the bail-in program, Boonuru not only purchased a higher stake at 55% in the 

CLAIMANT but also operated large-scale restructuring: the CLAIMANT's board of 

directors was replaced with government functionaries, and its functions were expanded to 

include paramilitary activities36. Boonuru empowered the CLAIMANT with more 

governmental functions than before after its crisis with the investment in the 

RESPONDENT territory. Boonuru has exercised its direction through decision-making but 

with the restructure event, Boonuru shows absolute direction and control over the 

CLAIMANT. 

[44] Boonuru also participated indirectly in the present proceedings when they equipped 

the CLAIMANT's legal team with the public lawyers from Bonooru’s justice department 

to assist in its arbitration against the RESPONDENT37.  

[45] Second, the particular act of performing the function in the CLAIMANT that Boonuru 

exercised its control and direction is the CLAIMANT's investment in Caeli Airways.  

[46] Following the Nicaragua case, in order to have effective control over the investment 

activity, Boonuru was responsible for “planning, direction, support” to the CLAIMANT’s 

investment38.  

[47] Boonuru firstly directed and controlled the CLAIMANT to invest in Caeli Airways 

through its dominant control in the CLAIMANT's decision-making. The decision to enter 

into the tendering process and purchase the stake in Caeli is spontaneously a result of the 

CLAIMANT decision-making. Moreover, Boonuru directly supported this investment by 

granting the first subsidies under the Scheme “Horizon 2020” for the CLAIMANT as 

analyzed above. The declarations of Boonuru Secretary of Tourism and Tourism about the 

CLAIMANT's investment are also reliable when Ms. Secretary was erstwhile the 

CLAIMANT's head of board of directors before the CLAIMANT entered into the tendering 

 
35 Vivendi, ¶ 65.  
36 Record, p.40, ¶ 65.  
37 Ibid.  
38 Nicaragua, ¶ 50 
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process39. It proves that Boonuru’s control and direction existed in all corners of the 

CLAIMANT’s investment in Caeli Airways.  

[48] In general, Boonuru has misused the separate legal personality of the CLAIMANT 

and its effective control proves that the CLAIMANT is attributable to Boonuru in the 

present proceedings which makes it a real party.  

 

[49] Overall, the CLAIMANT lacks the standing in the present case due to 2 main reasons:  

First, it no longer owns a covered investment which cannot seek for the protection under 

the CEPTA anymore.  

Second, it is discharging an essentially governmental function which does not qualify as a 

national of a Contracting State. At the same time, it is also the “alter ego” of the 

Commonwealth of Boonuru, in turn, is attributable to Boonuru in the present proceedings. 

Therefore, the real party is the Commonwealth of Booru which leads the Tribunal not to 

have jurisdiction over the dispute between two or more Contracting States. 

 

II. THE TRIBUNAL SHALL GRANT LEAVE TO THE AMICI 

SUBMISSIONS BY EXTERNAL ADVISORS TO THE CRPU AND 

REJECT THE SUBMISSIONS OF CBFI IN THIS ARBITRATION.  

[50] The Tribunal has agreed whether the Tribunal should grant leave sought for filing 

amici submissions or not will be decided in the first phase together with the issue of the 

Tribunal's jurisdiction40.  

[51] As confirmed in Procedural Order No.1, factors of amicus curiae submission are 

specified under Article 41(3) of the ICSID Arbitration Additional Facility Rules and 

Article 9.19 of the CEPTA41. In addition, pursuant to Article 9.20(6) of the CEPTA, the 

Tribunal is also asked to apply the UNCITRAL Rules on Transparency in Investor-State 

Arbitration to evaluate the admissibility of an amicus submission42. 

[52] All the criteria of an amicus submission contained in Article 41(3) are also re- stated 

in Article 9.19 of the CEPTA and the UNCITRAL Rules on transparency. These provisions 

read as follows: 

“In determining whether to allow such a filing, the Tribunal shall consider, among other 

things, the extent to which: 

 
39 Record, p. 31, ¶ 22.  
40 Record, p. 27, ln. 852.  
41 Record, p. 14, ln. 445.  
42 Mekar’s application to bar the amicus submission by the Consortium of Bonoori Foreign Investors p. 24, l. 771. 
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(a) the non-disputing party submission would assist the Tribunal in the determination of a 

factual or legal issue related to the proceeding by bringing a perspective, particular 

knowledge or insight that is different from that of the disputing parties; 

(b) the non-disputing party submission would address a matter within the scope of the 

dispute; 

(c) the non-disputing party has a significant interest in the proceeding. 

The Tribunal shall ensure that the non-disputing party submission does not disrupt the 

proceeding or unduly burden or unfairly prejudice either party [...]”    

 

A. The AMICI SUBMISSIONS by external advisors to the CRPU qualify the 

conditions of Art 9.19(3) of the CEPTA and Art 41.3 of ICSID AF Rules. 

[53] The Tribunal shall grant leave to the Amici submissions by external advisors to the 

Committee on Reforms of Public Utilities as it satisfied all criteria above. 

i. The Applicant from CRPU would assist the Tribunal in the determination of a factual 

or legal issue related to the proceeding.  

[54] The Applicant would assist the Tribunal in the assessment of the legality of 

CLAIMANT's investment which is crucial to the determination of the Tribunal’s 

competence43. 

[55] They would assist the Tribunal through bringing a perspective, particular knowledge 

or insight that is different from the disputing parties. They are the external advisors to the 

CRPU whose professional focus is investment banking. They are selected to this role 

through a transparent and competitive process approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of 

Mekar to advise on the privatisation, liquidation, and/or restructuring of Caeli Airways44. 

It proves that they have the specific expertise to provide a different perspective in defining 

the legality of the CLAIMANT's investment in Caeli.  

[56] They also performed as an audit, an analysis of the economic, technical and financial 

performance of Caeli Airways, bringing indicators in the determination of the 

attractiveness of the enterprise for investors and ways to improve it, setting of the initial 

price and the preparation of an information package on the airlines45. It means that they 

participated in the tendering process and understood the pre-establishment of the 

CLAIMANT's investment in Caeli.  

[57] Hence, with this specific and separate role, they qualify as an amici which can assist 

the Tribunal in determining a legal issue with a different perspective and expertise.  

 
43 Record, p. 19, ln. 650.  
44 Record, p. 19, ln. 616-620.  
45 Record, p. 19, ln. 625-630.  
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ii. The matters that Applicant addressed are within the scope of the present dispute.  

[58] As mentioned above, the Applicant proposed the matter of the assessment of the 

legality of the CLAIMANT's investment. Moreover, they also provided evidence that the 

rights received by the CLAIMANT were procured by means of bribes paid to Mr. Dorian 

Umbridge, the Chairperson of the Committee. The RESPONDENT submits that those 

matters are within the scope of the present dispute.  

[59] First, the assessment of the legality of the CLAIMANT's investment. There is no 

requirement of legality of the investment in Art 9.1 of CEPTA and ICSID Additional 

Facility Rules. However, some tribunals have found that, even in the absence of a legality 

requirement, the legality of the investment is a prerequisite for the investor’s protection 

under the applicable investment treaties. This is confirmed in various cases such as: 

Fraport v. Philippines (II)46, Hamester v. Ghana47, Ampal-America and others v. Egypt.  

[60] The Tribunal in Ampal-America case also accepted the legality requirement as a vital 

part for assessing the CLAIMANT’s investment when there is no requirement in BIT 

regulating the dispute. Accordingly, “it is well-established principle of international law 

that a tribunal constituted on the basis of an investment treaty has no jurisdiction over a 

CLAIMANT’s investment which was made illegally in violation of the laws and regulations 

of the Contracting State”48. Therefore, the assessment of the legality of the CLAIMANT's 

investment is within the dispute as it is a principle of international law.  

[61] Although this matter was not raised by the disputing parties, it is not an important 

aspect. As analyzed above, the Applicant has a special and particular perspective relevant 

to the assessment of the legality of the investment which allows them to propose this matter 

and assist the Tribunal to determine before the questions of the Tribunal’s jurisdiction.  

[62] Second, the evidence of Mr Chairperson's bribery relevant to the CLAIMANT. They 

provided this evidence to support the assessment of the legality of CLAIMANT's 

investment.  

[63] Following Infinito Gold v. Costa Rica, the Tribunal stated: “While neither Party has 

made any allegations of corruption, the legality of the investment according to domestic 

laws of Contracting State is integral thus the Tribunal cannot rule out this matter when it 

can play some role for its assessment of the dispute.”49.  

[64] In the present case, it is not whether the evidence about the Chairperson has been 

raised by the parties or not,  but whether the matter can play some role in the proceedings. 

 
46 Fraport, ¶ 332 
47 Hamester, ¶ 123, 124.  
48 Ampal-America, ¶ 301.  
49 Infinito Gold, ¶ 33.  

https://jusmundi.com/en/document/decision/en-fraport-ag-frankfurt-airport-services-worldwide-v-republic-of-the-philippines-ii-award-wednesday-10th-december-2014
https://jusmundi.com/en/document/decision/en-gustav-f-w-hamester-gmbh-co-kg-v-republic-of-ghana-award-friday-18th-june-2010
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As mentioned above, the Applicant provided this evidence to support the assessment of the 

legality requirement, hence, the Tribunal shall not rule out this matter as it qualifies to 

support the issue within the scope of the dispute.  

[65] In addition, the matters that they provided are in the scope of jurisdictional issue in 

the present case. In the Infinito case, the Tribunal also allowed the non-disputing party 

addressing purely jurisdictional submissions50. Hence, it is obvious that the Applicant can 

address the matters relevant to the jurisdiction issue in the present proceedings.  

[66] In general, the matters they proposed are within the scope of the dispute which are 

integral in defining the Tribunal’s competence.  

iii. The Applicant has a significant interest in the present proceedings.  

[67] The Applicant has a significant interest in accordance with Article 41(3)(c) of the 

ICSID Additional Facility Rules. In order to establish a “significant interest” in the 

arbitration, the Applicants must demonstrate that they have “more than a ‘general’ interest 

in the proceeding.”51. It is well-demonstrated that the outcome of the present proceedings 

affects their significant interest.  

[68] The Applicant’s significant interest arises from providing the evidence about Mr 

Chairperson's bribery relevant to the CLAIMANT. The bribery evidence is an issue 

affecting the RESPONDENT’s anti-corruption overview. Hence, stagnation in anti-

corruption efforts in RESPONDENT territory also impacts the financial operations of the 

Applicant, who regularly advise potential investors prospecting opportunities in 

RESPONDENT52.   

[69] Since the application for amicus curiae submission became public, the Constitutional 

Court of Bonooru has taken suo moto cognizance of the allegations against Mr. Dorian 

Umbridge. Corruption and privatisation are synonymous in the RESPONDENT53, 

therefore, this aspect affects directly the financial operations of the Applicant.   

[70] According to AS PNB Banka and others v. Latvia, this interest the Applicant possess 

is a particular significant interest arising from the role of the Applicant in the present case54. 

They ensure that the Arbitral Tribunal is fully aware of the matter whether the 

CLAIMANT’s investment is unlawful or not through providing the evidence about 

Dorian's bribery.  

[71] In conclusion, they hold a significant interest which arises from the role they play in 

the present case relevant to the matters they provided before.  

 
50 Infinito Gold, ¶ 43.  
51 RPF, ¶ 4.6 
52 Record, p. 19, ln. 645.  
53 Record, p. 87, ¶ 13.  
54 AS PNB Banka, ¶ 39.  
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iv. The Applicant filed its submissions in pursuit of a public interest in the present 

dispute.  

[72] The Applicant is in pursuit of a public interest in the subject-matter of the arbitration. 

Public interest is not a criteria in Article 41(3) of the ICSID Additional Facility Rules. 

However, Article 41(3) does not contain an exhaustive list of criteria, as it provides that 

the Tribunal shall consider those stated “among other things”. Therefore this Tribunal is 

free to address “other things” for the purpose of arriving at its decision55.  

[73] There is an explicit public interest in this arbitration, which is not merely because one 

of the Disputing Parties is a State but also arises from the subject-matter of this 

arbitration56, as this arbitration raises important issues regarding the ability of investor-

State dispute settlement to address public policy issues fairly and in an unbiased manner, 

taking the regulatory interests of the State into account.57  

 

B. The AMICI SUBMISSIONS of the CBFI does not qualify the conditions to be 

accepted.  

[74] In contrast, the Applicant from the Consortium of Boonuri Foreign Investors did not 

file its submissions in favor of qualifying all the criteria above. Its submissions do not 

satisfy at least 2 criteria.   

i. The Applicant of CBFI does not bring a perspective that is different from the disputing 

parties. 

[75] The criteria under Article 41(3)(a) requires the different perspective or the particular 

knowledge from the Applicant to serve for the main purpose that the Applicant would assist 

the Tribunal in the determination of a factual and legal issue.  

[76] In its submission, the Applicant brings a same perspective with the disputing parties 

about the standing of the enterprise in Investor-State dispute settlement together with 

underlining the corporate framework of Boonuri enterprises and its nature of the business 

activities58.  

[77] The Applicant can bring the same perspective and it is not the reason that leads them 

to fall out of the criteria59. However, in UPS v. Canada, the Tribunal clarified: “The 

Tribunal does not consider that among the matters on which it is appropriate for the 

Petitioners to make submissions are questions of jurisdiction. On both, the parties are fully 

able to present the competing contentions and in significant degree have already done so. 

 
55 Apotex, ¶ 15 
56 Methanex, ¶ 49.  
57 Record, p.19, ln. 652-653.  
58 Record, p.17, ln. 547.  
59 Phillip Morris, ¶ 27.  
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The Tribunal does not consider that any other procedural matters of which it is aware 

should be the subject of amicus submissions”60.  

[78] In the present case, the RESPONDENT has already raised the issue about the standing 

of the enterprise in ISDS before the Tribunal which is also the proposed issue from the 

Applicant. Moreover, CBFI also raised this issue by stressing on the nature of business 

activities which may be the way that CLAIMANT will raise in the present proceedings. 

Therefore, the disputing parties have raised those matters and are fully able to present the 

competing contentious about it, therefore, it is not considerable that the Applicant filed its 

submissions with a different perspective which would assist the Tribunal.  

[79] To conclude, the Applicant did not bring a perspective or insight that is different from 

the disputing parties which would assist the Tribunal when the disputing parties have been 

and are fully presenting enough competing statements for the Tribunal to determine the 

CLAIMANT's standing in the present proceedings.  

ii. The independence of the Applicant does not exist. 

[80] In Bernhard von Pezold and others v. Republic of Zimbabwe, the Tribunal confirmed: 

“The independence of the petitioners is implied in Rule 41.3(a), since ‘perspective’, 

‘knowledge’ or ‘insight’ has to be different from that of the Parties’; and the independence 

also helps to not burden or harm the proceedings”61. 

[81] According to Phillip Morris v. Uruguay, prior ICSID tribunals have already 

recognized the importance of the lack of connection between the petitioner and the 

disputing parties for the tribunal's determination to accept or deny non-disputing parties' 

submissions62. In turn, the personal link between the Applicant and a disputing party will 

be sufficient to establish a lack of independence.  

[82] In the present case, 38 members of CBFI are currently investing in RESPONDENT 

territory, 2 of them are pursuing the claim against RESPONDENT in the present 

proceedings. Lapras Capital and the CLAIMANT have the connection on funding 

strategies with CLAIMANT’s claim against RESPONDENT63. It is clear that Lapras and 

the CLAIMANT have the personal link and this link is relevant to the present dispute.  

[83] Moreover, Lapras Legal Capital also has a conflict of interest in the present case. 

Following the Pezold case, the Tribunal recognized that a conflict of interest would be an 

element to deny the amici submissions64.  

 
60 UPS, ¶ 71.  
61 Pezold, ¶ 56.  
62 Phillip Morris, ¶ 55 
63 Record, p. 16, ln. 520.  
64 Pezold, ¶ 33.  
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[84] Lapras activities in relation to this dispute were restricted to advising CLAIMANT in 

respect of potential litigation funding and funders65; hence, it is spontaneously Lapras 

existing interest from the restrictive activities relevant to the outcome of the dispute. But it 

was intentionally limited to serve for the advising role of the Lapras in relation to the 

CLAIMANT.  

 

[85] With the reasons above, the Tribunal shall admit the amici submissions by the external 

advisors to the CRPU and reject the ones from the CBFI as the CBFI does not qualify the 

basic standards under Article 41(3) of ICSID Additional Facility Rules.  

 

III. THE RESPONDENT’S MEASURES DID NOT AMOUNT TO A BREACH OF 

INVESTMENT PROTECTION OBLIGATION UNDER ARTICLE 9.9 OF CEPTA 

[86] The Claimant accuses that a series of measures conducted by the Respondent has 

constituted an unfair and inequitable treatment against CEPTA and “ultimately led to the 

Respondent’s capitalization on the investment to the detriment of Vemma. [.....] brought 

the investor to the brink of bankruptcy”66, whether taken singularly or compositely.  

[87] The protection of Fair and Equitable Treatment [FET] is encapsulated in Article 9.9 

of the 2014 CEPTA. The prevailing view is that the FET standard is an “autonomous‟ 

treaty standard67. Notwithstanding, the interpretation of FET under CEPTA should be 

concerned with applying the “minimum standard‟ under customary international law; with 

Minimum Standard of Treatment [MST] is designed in the position of Article 9.9’s clause 

title68. Furthermore, MST raises the standard of the elemental breaches of FET differently 

from understanding those under FET alone.  

[89] When analyzed closely through the lens of the CEPTA, the Claimant’s complaint rests 

on three bases: [A] non-arbitrary and non-discriminatory; [B] denial of justice; and [C] 

legitimate expectation. 

 

A. RESPONDENT’s measures were non-arbitrary and non-discriminatory 

 

i. The CCM’s investigations were established in accordance with the Monopoly and 

Restrictive Trade Act 

 
65 Record, p. 87, ¶ 12.  
66 Notice of Arbitration, ¶12. 
67 Lemire, ¶284; National Grid, ¶¶170-172; Saluka, ¶294. 
68 Article 9.9, 2014 Bonooru – Mekar CEPTA. 
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[90] Black’s Law Dictionary, an accepted source of definition by the ICJ 101, defines 

“arbitrary” as something “not supported by fair, solid, and substantial cause, and without 

reason given”. Whereas the ICJ has ruled that arbitrariness is “[…] something opposed to 

the rule of law […] It is a wllful disregard of due process of law, and act which shocks, or 

at least surprises, a sense of judicial propriety”69. 

 

a. The CCM’s investigation did not abuse the due process 

[91] A conduct of the State can be considered arbitrary when it constitutes a wilful 

disregard of due process of law70. However, the violation must be blatant or manifest. A 

conduct would only meet the threshold set by arbitrariness if a serious breach of the 

standard is shown to have occurred, as in gross instances of injustice71. Such threshold has 

not been met in the present case. 

[92] Article 2.(a) of Chapter III – Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Act set the requirements 

on a specific percent of an enterprise for an investigation to be initiated. The article lays 

down two provisions: [i] in ordinary situation, the market shares have to exceed 50%; and, 

[ii] in extremely rare and special situation, the CCM can start an investigation against a 

lower shares company72. At the time of the investigation, Caeli Airways’s market shares 

were 43%73; however, the due process was taken legally with regards to Caeli falling into 

the scope of such discretion to investigate a lower shares one.  

[93] The Claimant’s objections do not withstand scrutiny, as the establishment of the 

investigation served a legitimate purpose and as Respondent’s legislative measures were 

taken proportionally. Situation where state has the regulatory rights to achieve public 

policy objectives falls under the exceptionally rare cases, specifically, to protect the 

consumers in Mekar.  

 

b. The means when initiating the investigation is to achieve legitimate public policy 

objectives with regards to regulatory power 

[94] The conduct of the State will be arbitrary whenever it inflicts damage on the investor 

without a rational explanation; inflicts damage on the investor with no legitimate purpose, 

or if it is based on discretion, prejudice, personal preference or domestic politics or does 

not reflect the reasons put forward by the decision maker74. 

 
69 ELSI, ¶125. 
70 Lemire, ¶262. 
71 UNCTAD, pp. 87-88. 
72 Article 2.(a), Chapter III, Monopoly and Restrictive Trade Act. 
73 Procedural Order No. 3, ¶6. 
74 Lemire, ¶262. 
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[95] CCM’s decision on compositing Caeli Airways and Royal Narnian’s market shares to 

initiate the investigation is conducted to achieve the consumer protection in Mekar. Both 

the preamble and Article 9.8 of the CEPTA preserve Mekar’s rights to regulate to achieve 

and protect the State’s public interest. Consumer protection is a significant goal in Mekar, 

listed as one of the legitimate objectives in Article 9.875.  

[96] Caeli Airways and Royal Narnian exercised a collaborative business conduct, 

specifically the preferential secondary slot trading76. Secondary slot allocation refers to slot 

trading between the primary slot holders and candidate airlines seeking new or additional 

airport slots77 by leasing or selling slots, constituting a high level co-operation on those 

airlines’ schedules and airport facilities. The two airlines secondary slot trading strengthen 

Caeli’s already dominant position in the Mekar aviation market and in combination with 

Caeli Airways’ predatory pricing at the time, could significantly drive other competitors 

out of that market. Hence, the slot trading practice exceeded Caeli’s partnership in the 

Moon Alliance78 and became an implicit arrangement between Caeli Airways and Royal 

Narnian only; such that the combine market shares is viewed only by the two enterprises 

and not every Moon Alliance aliens. Therefore, CCM’s view when combining the market 

shares was to investigate such that: [i] find and stop the potential anti-competitive conduct 

of Caeli; and [ii] the combination market shares become a ceiling for Caeli to not abuse its 

dominant position. 

 

c. The regulatory power is exercised proportionally 

[97] The anti-competitive investigation was taken proportionally. According to the case 

AES v. Hungary: “Nevertheless, a rational policy is not enough to justify all the measures 

taken by a state in its name. A challenged measure must also be reasonable. That is, there 

needs to be an appropriate correlation between the state’s public policy objective and the 

measure adopted to achieve it”79. The composite market shares serve a proper means-end 

purpose to protect the consumer, thus achieve Mekar’s public policy objectives.  

 

ii.  RESPONDENT’s refusal to grant CLAIMANT’s investment subsidy is non-

discriminatory 

 
75 Article 9.8, 2014 Bonooru – Mekar CEPTA. 
76 Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶36. 
77 OECD, ¶51. 
78 Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶25.  
79 AES, ¶10.3.9. 
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[98] Discrimination arises when the host State “benefited or harmed someone more in 

comparison with the generality‟80; or, state conduct shall be regarded as discriminatory, if 

the cases are similar, such cases are treated differently, the different treatment is not 

reasonably justified81. There exist variously different forms of discrimination, e.g. 

nationality – treating foreign investors less favorably than nationals82; race; religious; ect. 

or to single out an investor.  

[99] The evaluation of discriminatory treatment involves a three-step analysis83: [i] like 

circumstance; [ii] less favorable treatment; and [iii] justification. The conjunctive analysis 

lays the requirement for an investor meeting all three criteria conclusively considered as 

discriminate against; otherwise, failing to meet a criterion means failing the whole test. 

a. Caeli Airways did not meet the general provision for granting subsidy under 

Executive Order 9-2018 

[100] The Secretary of Civil Aviation’s refusal to grant Caeli Airways subsidy under 

Executive Order 9-2018 is non-discriminatory since Caeli Airways was not in “like 

circumstances” with other airlines granted.  

[101] Caeli Airways did not meet the general provision under Section 3101.(a) of the 

Executive Order 9-2018. The sub section shows Mekar Government’s intention of 

providing “liquidity to eligible businesses related to losses incurred as a direct result of the 

2017 crisis”84, limiting that not every airlines operated in Mekar market is sufficient 

enough to get the loan. When approving such request for the subsidy, it is essential for the 

Mekar authorities to analyze the airlines’ losses. Caeli Airways, however, failed to prove 

its direct losses of the economic crisis, since the financial disaster at the time was attributed 

to its own past risky investment decisions and anti-competitive behaviors.  

[102] After the acquisition in Caeli Airways, the Claimant has made a series of ill 

investment decisions, with the false hope and expectation based on an overly optimistic 

forecast. Despite the Respondent’s advices and warnings, the Claimant continuously 

expanded routes for cross-continental travel to, added new destinations85, increase the 

number of international routes86, expanded fleets and placed new aircrafts order87 without 

considering the factual demand of consumers. Consequently, Caeli Airways suffered from 

losses during the fall-winter season for consecutive years – especially in 2013 and 201488. 

 
80 Ibid, ¶10.3.53. 
81 Saluka, ¶313. 
82 Waste Management, ¶98; Glamis, ¶559. 
83 Saluka, ¶313; Bayindir, ¶399. 
84 Section 3101.(a), Executive Order 9-2018. 
85 Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶29. 
86 Ibid, ¶30. 
87 Ibid, ¶35. 
88 Ibid, ¶¶30-33. 
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Despite of these losses not called out as the reason for the dire financial situation in 2017, 

if the Claimant had made more wise and demanding decisions, when facing the crisis, its 

losses could have been reduced. Contrarily, Vemma made no effort to re-strategize its 

investment package. 

[103] The Claimant blamed their losses during the economic crisis on the MON reliance 

and the inflation rate placed on the airfare caps. However, it is recalled that the airfare caps 

placed on Caeli Airways is an interim measure resulted from its past anti-competitive 

behaviors. Without having any caps, even with the MON reliance, Caeli Airways could 

have had the opportunity to raise its airfare fees hence mitigate the airline financial 

situation. Therefore, the airfare caps is the direct reason causing the losses, while the 2017 

economic crisis is only a contributing factor.  

b. Caeli Airways was in no “like circumstances” with other airlines granted subsidy 

[104] Caeli Airways was not in the “like circumstances” with Star Wings or JetGreen, since 

it received benefits from the Government of Bonooru that other investors did not. Caeli 

Airways enjoyed the financial support from continuous influx of fund from Bonoori 

Government to its holding – Vemma Holdings, under the Horizon 2020 Scheme89 and after 

the funding stopped, then the benefits from diplomatic method with Bonoori officials 

putting pressure on Mekar to save Caeli when the situation turned sour90. Those benefits 

overrides the one-time subsidy that the two airlines from Arrakish received from their 

government.      

iii. There exists no cumulative effect breaching the FET 

[105] Article 15 of the ILC Draft [ARSIWA] introduces the concept of a cumulative breach 

of a State’s obligations by construing “a series of acts or omissions in aggregate as 

wrongful occur”. The concept has been integrated into various ISDS cases and develops 

new provision of a FET breach. 

[106] Firstly, for a cumulative breach of obligation to exist, the wrongful outcome of a 

series of measures has to be attributed to the State. The test for a “creeping violation of 

FET” in the case El Paso also stresses the criterion: “Before the Tribunal addresses the 

Parties diverging views on the causes of the sale of El Paso, it has first to deal with the 

existence and exact nature of this sale which has been the subject of heated controversies 

between the Parties. [.....] The Tribunal has now to deal with the Respondent’s view that 

the Argentinian measures did not contribute at all to the decision to sell El Paso’s 

Argentinian assets”91.  

 
89 Ibid, ¶28. 
90 Aviation Analytics June 7 2019, l. 1952-1953. 
91 El Paso, ¶¶460-488. 
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[107] However, the dire financial situation of Caeli was due to its own behaviors thus no 

allegation may arise. It was the over-optimistic investment decisions, anti-competitive 

behaviors, the ignorance towards Mekar warnings and advices of the debt liability, the 

refusal to the bank’s loan on 8 February 2019 and the failure of the Claimant to enter into 

a bona fide third party stakes offer to resell its shares in Caeli. The Claimant could have 

mitigated its financial situation. 

[108] Secondly. there has to be a purpose link between the underlying patterns to become 

a composite breach of obligation. The Tribunal in Rompetrol v. Romania analyzed: ““In 

the face of that approach, this Tribunal can join other recent tribunals in accepting that the 

cumulative effect of a succession of impugned actions by the State of the investment can 

together amount to a failure to accord fair and equitable treatment even where the 

individual actions, taken on their own, would not surmount the threshold for a Treaty 

breach. But this would only be so where the actions in question disclosed some link of 

underlying pattern or purpose between them; a mere scattered collection of disjointed 

harms would not be enough”92.  

[109] The Respondent never intends to hurt the Claimant’s profit or force it to sell its 

investment, but rather constitutes a series of measures with different ends relating to the 

State public interest. It was the anti-competitive investigation preventing the potential 

monopoly position in the aviation market thus protecting the consumer welfare. It was the 

MON denomination to make use of the national currency in needed situation to mitigate 

the economic situation of State. It was the Executive Order to maintain the aviation sector 

after the crisis. Therefore, there is no cumulative breach in the case. 

 

B.  RESPONDENT did not deny CLAIMANT of justice 

 

i. There was no undue delay of the interim measure hearing 

 

[110] The bar for constituting a denial of justice is explicitly high under the MST. The 

tribunal in Chevron Corporation and Texaco Petroleum Company v Ecuador stated that: 

"the test for establishing a denial of justice sets [.....] a high threshold. While the standard 

is objective and does not require an overt showing of bad faith, it nevertheless requires the 

demonstration of 'a particularly serious shortcoming and egregious conduct that shocks, or 

at least surprises, a sense of judicial propriety”93. 

 
92 Rompetrol, ¶271. 
93 Chevron, ¶244. 
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[111] The assessment of whether a judicial delay amounts to a denial of justice is obviously 

highly fact-sensitive. International tribunals have identified various factors which are 

relevant to the determination of whether delays in judicial proceedings amount to a denial 

of justice. Only a delay in the judicial process is not sufficient to accuse an undue delay, 

even when caused by the judicial failure in that State. In the case White Industries v. India, 

the Tribunal list the following factors to consider: the complexity of the proceedings, the 

need for swiftness, the behavior of the litigants involved, the significance of the interest at 

stake and the behavior of the courts themselves94.  

[112] The Mekari courts, when deciding the date for the hearing of the interim measure, 

has shown a bona fide behavior by halving the duration for a commercial hearing. The 

common duration for such matter takes 27 months95, while the hearing in the case is placed 

for only 13 months. 

 

ii. The Mekari court has the discretion to enforced an annulled award 

 

a. The discretion is recognized under both international and national arbitration law 

 

[113] According to the official guide of the 1958 New York Convention [NYC], by using 

the word “may”, Article V of the NYC grant a State’s national court the discretion to 

enforce an award that had been set aside. It leaves each State’s judicial system to recognize 

this discretion or not. 

[114] The Respondent’s Commercial Arbitration Act is designed and interpreted in 

accordance with the Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, which clause on 

the recognition and enforcement of an award is identical to those listed in Article V NYC. 

Mekar regulatory system, while designed with the same wording and expressed through 

national case law Alta Lumina Trading, also shows its intention of granting that discretion. 

Therefore, the Mekari courts have the discretion to enforce an annulled award. 

[115] In the case Alta Lumina Trading, the award rendered in the international arbitration 

forum was an international award which by definition was not integrated into the legal 

order of that country such that its existence continues despite its nullification and that its 

recognition in Mekar is not contrary to transnational public policy96. It is largely similar to 

the French courts’ view on the discretion97. 

 
94 White Industries, ¶10.4.10. 
95 Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶13. 
96 Superior Commercial Court of Mekar ruling, ¶11. 
97 Société OTV v. Société Hilmarton.  
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b. The enforcement of the award is not contrary to Mekar’s national public 

policy 

[116] The Sinnoh Court’s reasons for setting aside the award would not justify the grounds 

under Mekari law, making the award proper for enforcement. Article V provides a 

permissive standard, under which this Court may refuse to enforce an award. Article VII, 

on the other hand, mandates that this Court must consider the set aside court' claims under 

applicable law of the enforcement country98. 

[117] The grounds for setting aside an award on corruption is extremely high in Mekar, 

prescribed through its national case law ACG Trading v GlenClose and PTB Mulaney 

Services v Tendler Bank, upholding “would violate the most basic notions of morality and 

justice [which] would take a very strong case before such conclusion can be properly 

reached”99. The Court has to look at a set of factors, including limited application of judicial 

mind, limited consideration of evidence on record, an imbalance between the consideration 

of the two parties’ arguments, incomplete reasoning, and the fact that successful allegations 

of fraud or bribery had previously been made against the same judicial authority100. 

[118] The factual evidence which the Claimant brought is not sufficient to constitute a 

bribe action of the Tribunal. The only evidence they relied on is the documents from CILS 

- an entity funded by foreign donations to interfere in Mekar’s domestic affairs101. 

Therefore, this source of evidence may seem inappropriate that it could be falsely published 

to come against Mekar authorities. Hence, the sole arbitrator had considered both parties’ 

submissions equitably, applied his mind, and arrived at a well-reasoned decision. 

[119] On the other hand, the Sinnoh court at the seat of arbitration set aside the award on 

the hope of a bribery or corruption, not on the grounds that a corruption has in fact taken 

place102. 

 

C. RESPONDENT did not frustrate the CLAIMANT’s legitimate expectation 

[120] Legitimate expectation is nowhere found in the context of the MST, with the doctrine 

of expectations “had not been used in the sense hitherto in international law”103. 

Nonetheless, such concept is firmly rooted in arbitral practice and forms the “dominant 

element‟ of the FET standard104. Even in accordance with MST, Article 9.9.3 of the 

 
98 Chromalloy, ¶ 5 sector III.  
99 High Commercial Court of Mekar ruling, ¶8. 
100 Ibid, ¶9. 
101 Ibid, ¶13. 
102 Supreme Arbitrazh Court of Sinnograd Ruling, ¶¶11-12. 
103 Sornarajah, pp. 257. 
104 Saluka, ¶302. 
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CEPTA sets the grounds for recognizing the investor’s legitimate expectation thus this is 

raised only when a State’s specific representation has been made105.  

[121] Legitimate expectation is evaluated on an objective standard106 at the time the 

investment was made107. Broadly, there are two forms for such expectations to arise: [i] 

binding promise108; or [ii] legal framework109.  

[122] Analyzed thoroughly under numerous ISDS cases110 and raised specifically in 

CEPTA, specific representations “play a central role in the creation of legitimate 

expectations‟111 that without the element, no expectation can be legitimately reliance when 

making the investment. Two independent elements are unfulfilled: [a] the Respondent did 

not make a binding promise to Vemma; and, [b] the Claimant expectation is illegitimate. 

i. There were no specific representations for the Claimant to rely its expectation on 

[123] The Respondent made no specific representation or commitments, either explicit or 

implicit112, on the unchanged situation of the regulatory system in Mekar, whether under 

the tendering process of Vemma privatizing Caeli Airways or under the CEPTA, hence the 

Claimant could not have expected the Mekar Government not to modify the law. This is 

because the FET standard “does not give a right to regulatory stability per se‟113.  

ii. The Claimant’s expectation is illegitimate 

a. The Claimant did not take the due diligence obligation properly 

 

[124] The Claimant’s expectation relies on no legitimate reason. The investor legitimate 

expectation arises when “provided it exercised due diligence [.....] an investor must 

anticipate that the circumstances could change, and thus structure its investment in order 

to adapt it to the potential changes of legal environment”114. Mekar has witnessed a 

prolonged unstable political and economic situation through years115, and when the 

investment is taken, the Respondent’s economy is on the verge of recovering. The situation 

of economic or currency crisis incoming, therefore, is foreseeable to the Claimant when 

making its investment in Mekar. Thus, legislative changes, far from being unpredictable, 

were in fact to be regarded as likely. As any businessman would, the Claimant was aware 

 
105 Article 9.9.3, 2014 Bonooru – Mekar CEPTA. 
106 Charanne, ¶495. 
107 Tecmed, ¶157; Mamidoil, ¶695; AES, ¶9.3.8; Duke Energy. 
108 Parkerings, ¶331; Waste Management, ¶98; Thunderbird, ¶147. 
109 Duke Energy, ¶340; Charanne, ¶494. 
110 Enron; Gami. 
111 Dolzer & Schreuer, p. 371. 
112 Parkerings, ¶331. 
113 Eiser (Award), ¶362; Saluka, ¶305; El Paso, ¶352. 
114 Parkerings, ¶333. 
115 Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶12. 
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of the risk that changes of laws would probably occur after the investment. The 

circumstances surrounding the decision to invest in Mekar were certainly not an indication 

of stability of the legal environment. Therefore, in such a situation, no expectation that the 

laws would remain unchanged was legitimate. By failing to exercise due diligence, Vemma 

should bear the consequences of their own bad business judgments as experienced 

businessmen116.   

b. The Respondent enjoys a regulatory power to change the regulatory system in 

accordance with the public interest   

[125] Furthermore, a State has authority to adjust its regulations according to changes in 

circumstances in order to protect public interests117, “a legal framework is by definition 

subject to change as it adapts to new circumstances day by day and a state has the sovereign 

right to exercise its powers which include legislative acts”118. Rational policy relates to 

public interest119, including economic, social and environmental matters120. After the struck 

of economic crisis in 2017, the Respondent’s measures, specifically the MON reliance is 

much needed to mitigate the situation of using native currency at the time. Acknowledging 

the approval for the Claimant to denominate its airfare in USD in October 2017, even 

though only 04 months later, a new decree on the denomination of Mon is passed, the 

decision was  reasonable and in consistent with its public policy objectives. According to 

the IMF, the Respondent is in “the need to establish credibility in the [local] currency to 

avoid a debilitating economic situation”121. 

 

IV. THE APPROPRIATE STANDARD FOR CALCULATING 

COMPENSATION IS THE MARKET VALUE STANDARD 

A. The compensation should be calculated by “Market Value” standard 

 

[126] There should be no compensation awarded to Claimant, on the grounds that no 

violation had been committed122. Under the international investment law, the compensation 

is awarded to the investor only when there has been wrongful conducts by the host State. 

Notwithstanding, in the situation if the Tribunal finds any compensation owed, the 

appropriate standard for calculating shall be the Market Value [MV]. 

 

 
116 MTD, ¶178; Maffezini, ¶64. 
117 Charanne; Electrabel. 
118 AES, ¶9.3.29. 
119 Saluka, ¶305; Lemire, ¶285; AES, ¶10.3.8. 
120 Mamidoil, ¶¶614-617. 
121 Statement of Uncontested Facts, ¶ 39.  
122 FREIF; SunReserve. 
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i. The primary source of law applied already contains the compensation commitment  

[127] According to Article 54.1 of the ICSID Additional Facility Rules and Article 29 of 

the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaty [VLCT], the primary source of law applied 

in the dispute settlement is the treaty between parties itself – which in this case is the 

CEPTA. Article 9.21 of the CEPTA states that the compensation standard is MV, either in 

the case of monetary damages or restitution. The Claimant and the Respondent therefore 

is obliged to the CEPTA. International customary rules on the compensation or other 

secondary sources of law shall only be applied if the treaty doesn’t carry such clause. 

 

ii. The Most Favored Nations Treatment in CEPTA cannot be use to integrate the 

compensation commitment 

 

[128] The Fair Market Value [FMV] standard in the Arrakish – Mekar BIT cannot be 

integrated with regards to the Most Favored Nations Treatment [MFN]. Article 31 VLCT 

obliges the MFN Clause to be interpreted from the CEPTA. However, Article 9.7 of the 

CEPTA is designed in a new and special way.  

 

[129] Firstly, sub article 1 lists the situations for applying the MFN Clause, including “the 

establishment, acquisition, expansion, conduct, operation, management, maintenance, use, 

enjoyment and sale or disposal of their investments”, which does not contain the 

compensation clause to be integrated.  

 

[130] Secondly, sub article 2 lists the exemptions of CEPTA’s MFN Treatment, stating 

that “substantive obligations in other international investment treaties and other trade 

agreements do not in themselves constitute "treatment", and thus cannot give rise to a 

breach of this Article”. The article on compensation is a substantive obligation, hence is 

exempted from applying the MFN Treatment.  

  

B. The amount of compensation awarded should be reduced  

 

i. The dire financial situation of the investment is of the Claimant’s contributory fault 

[131] If the Tribunal finds Respondent liable for compensation, Respondent requests this 

Tribunal to preclude, or at least reduce, any compensation for Claimant because Claimant 

contributed to his own damage. Investment tribunals have employed contributory fault – 

as derived from Article 39 ARSIWA – to consider the investor’s conduct in determining 

reparation, particularly when there is an action or omission by the investor that materially 
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contributed to the damage it suffered. A conduct – either action or omission – must involve 

“a lack of due care on the part of the investor for its own property” to constitute 

contributory fault. This principle is also witnessed in various cases such as MTD v. Chile 

or Yukos v. Russia where the State’s compensation obligation is reduced. 

[132] In that regard, Respondent submits that there are a series of conducts done by 

Claimant that demonstrate his lack of due care for his investment; the over-optimistic 

investment decisions, anti-competitive behaviors, the ignorance towards Mekar warnings 

and advices of the debt liability, the refusal to the bank’s loan on 8 February 2019 and the 

failure of the Claimant to enter into a bona fide third party stakes offer to resell its shares 

in Caeli. These contributory losses is also analyzed by Fitch Ratings123 – top three credit 

company in the world. 

Contributory act or omission is deliberately not characterized by any feature of “gravity” 

or “seriousness”, it should rather be taken into account in relation to the ability to affect 

the amount of a damage suffered. Therefore, the reduction in compensation should be 

corresponsive to the outcome of claimants’ actions. 

 

ii. The Respondent’s inability to pay the large amount of compensation  

 

[133] Respondent requests this Tribunal to preclude, or at least reduce, any compensation 

for Claimant because if the Respondent pay the amount of 700 million USD, it shall lead 

to a crippling situation of the State’s economic system. This view is derived from Article 

34 ARSIWA – to consider the responsible State’s ability to compensate, particularly when 

the principle of full reparation may lead to disproportionate and even crippling 

requirements.  

[134] After the crisis in 2017, Respondent’s economy continues to face difficulties such 

that the compensation amount of 700 million would dire its economic situation. 

Specifically, it faces four consecutive quarters of negative growth, an 8 per cent fall in 

GDP, and a 2600 per cent average inflation rate in 2020; the potential third debt default in 

as many decades. Meanwhile, to pay the USD 700 million that Vemma demands, Mekar 

would have to transfer about twice its consolidated annual public spending to Vemma124, 

which is detrimental for the nationals and to recover the economy. 

 

 

 

 
123 Procedural Order No. 4, ¶5.  
124 Procedural Order No.3, ¶4. 
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PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 

In light of the above, Respondent hereby respectfully requests the Tribunal to: 

1. Decline to exercise jurisdiction as the CLAIMANT’s status does not qualify as a national of a 

Contracting State in ISDS; 

2. Admit the amici submissions by the external advisors to the CRPU and reject the submissions 

of the CBFI.  

3. Find that Mekar did not violate Article 9.9 of CETPA; and, 

4. In case the Tribunal finds Mekar did violate Article 9.9, then the tribunal should conclude Mekar 

has already purchased the Claimant’s investment at “market value” and award the Claimant no 

compensation; in the alternative, the Tribunal should reduce any compensation awarded 

considering the Claimant’s contributory fault and the ongoing economic crisis in Mekar. 

On behalf of the Respondent 

Team Vukas 
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